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ENJOY YOUR PATIO

Keep your outdoor furniture looking
newer by shielding it from the
elements while not being used. Pull
your covers off and enjoy fresh,
bright, clean chairs, tables, and
umbrellas.

PRESIDIUM™ PROTECTION

Super dense 600 Denier fabric
provides an excellent moisture barrier
while maintaining breathability and
air flow.

SIZED TO FIT

Measure your patio chairs and then
select the closest size from the menu
for a great fit! See more information
below for measuring your chairs.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

From the YKK outdoor zippers to the
leak resistant overlap seams, these
covers are made to last.

MEASURE YOUR CHAIRS

Carefully measure the following lengths of your chairs and select the closest size from menu when ordering.

W = Width - calculated by measuring from left to right across the front of the chair or chaise. 
D = Depth - found by measuring your chair or chaise from the back to the front. 
H = Height - determined by measuring from the ground to the top of the back of the chair or chaise.

MADE TO ORDER IN CALIFORNIA

Not pulled from a shelf, but crafted when you order - these covers are made to your specifications and shipped directly to your
door. Tarra proudly produces quality, American-made products that our tailors and sewing staff are proud to create. Please allow
up to two weeks for production.

TARRA SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

Tarra patio furniture covers are a cut above the competition in quality and workmanship. We take pride in the quality of our 
products. If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, we will be happy to make sure you are. Tarra stands behind our 
covers with a no-questions-asked return policy. 

Feel the difference with Coverking. Discover a comprehensive collection of patio furniture covers on our website.

https://www.recreationid.com/coverking/
https://www.recreationid.com/patio-furniture-covers-orstore.html



